This paper gives a proof of the theorem that for Coxeter groups the algebra of coinvariants is isomorphic to the normalizer of the Coxeter group in the linear group of a vector space over K. I have tried to give a relatively elementary proof which requires only elementary algebra and a little knowledge of the theory of invariants.
Injectivity of the homomorphism
In this section we give a proof of the existence of a homomorphism of groups from the normalizer of G in GL(K), NGt{V)(G), ' to Aut(P(V)G), called <P*, which is injective if G is a Coxeter group. A crucial fact is Theorem 2.1. For a Coxeter group G, the vector space V is isomorphic to (P(V)G)xProof. For every vector space we get V = span A © Ax where A1-denotes the orthogonal complement of span A, that is, the intersection of all reflecting hyperplanes of G. Here G is a Coxeter group, so we have V = span A since Coxeter groups are effective (see §1). With the isomorphism V: V ^P(V)X v^p, p(x):=(v\x), it follows that V is isomorphic to P(V)X . For the roots of G we define /, := («/!•) and L := {lx, ... , In} ■ So /,-(jc) = 0 is the equation of the hyperplane of the reflection s,£ G. Thus we get span A = span(/i, ... , lN) and spanL = P(V)x if G is a Coxeter group because of the isomorphism *F. In the case of Coxeter groups we know that P(V)G = 0. From this we can deduce spanL = spanA which implies (P(V)G)X = V . □ Now we will show that we can reduce our studies to the automorphisms of (P(V)G)x instead of those of P(V)G . For any monomial cx\x ■■■xk" we get: Xt = £^li hjlj(x), since spanL = P(V)X . So it follows that
and thus
From all this we deduce that every automorphism of P(V)G is uniquely determined by its image of (P(V)G)X. Now we can easily define the homomorphism O*. Proof. First we show that <I>* is a homomorphism. By A: p(v) i-> p(A~xv), p £ P(V), every A £ G obviously induces a /?(F)-automorphism. Under these automorphisms P(V)G is A/cun^-invariant.
To prove this, let q be in P(V)G, g£G, A£ NGUv)(G). So we get gAq = AA~xgAq = A(A~xgA)q = Ag'q (with g' £ G) = Aq.
Thus we get AP(V)G c P(F)G_This yields A: f + 3 f-» A f + 3, for /eP (K) and so the definition ^p := Ap makes sense. With this definition A is an automorphism of P(V)G, since the homomorphism is bijective. Suppose it is not injective. Then there must be a p ^ 0 with Ap = 0. Therefore, Ap £ 3.
And by A3 C 3 VA £ NGt{V)(G), we have A~x(Ap) = p £ 3, which is a contradiction to the assumption that p ^ 0. Thus we get Ker^4 = {0} on P(V)q , that is, the injectivity of A . A also is surjective on P(V)G, for it is surjective on P(V). Consequently O* is a homomorphism of groups.
Finally we give a proof of the injectivity of this homomorphism O*. Be-
is injective, for only the identity transformation on V induces the identity on P(V)x and on P(V) as well. So there must exist a p £ P(V) for each A ^ id with Ap ^ p , because Ker<t> = {id} .
Since G is a Coxeter group, we get (P(V)G)x = P(V)x . Hence with Ap ^ p we get Ap ± p, p £ P(V)X . Thus KerO* = {id}, the injectivity of d>* follows. □ Our main result, which is Theorem 3.7, is given as follows.
Theorem. Let G be a Coxeter group. Then O*: A^gl(K)(G) -> Aut(P(V)G) is an isomorphism of groups.
SURJECTIVITY OF O*
The main subject of this section is the proof of Theorem 3.1. Since P(V)X = (P(V)G)X £ V, each P(V)G-automorphism A induces an element of the linear group of V. Each of these are in NGL^(G). Thus 0* is surjective.
We will show that every element of the orthogonal group O(V), which is induced by a P(F)G-automorphism A, is an element of NGL(V)(G). The orthogonality is no loss of generality, since we have Lemmata 3.2 and 3.3.
Lemma 3.2. Let A £ Aut(P(V)G) with A inducing a V-automorphism. Then there exists a transformation K £ ZGL(I/)(G), the centralizer of G, so that AK £ GL(K) is orthogonal.
A proof is given by Papadima [7] . Because of Zgl(K)(G) c NGX^(v)(G), K must induce an element of Aut(P(V)G), since d>* is injective by the last section. Hence AK £ O(V) and AK e (<P*)-x(Aut(P(V)G)), where (Q>*)~x(Aut(P(V)G)) denotes the set of all elements from GL(K) which induce elements of Aut(P(V)G). Therefore, it follows We need the isomorphism 4*: V -► P(V)x from §2. Let N be the number of reflections in G (27V is the order of the root system). By [4] , N is the degree of the homogeneous subspace of P(V)G of the maximal degree (P( Proof of 3.6. (a) (I) Because g e G is an algebra automorphism, we get
The last equation is valid since J is anti-invariant.
(II) Furthermore,
Finally, it follows that v¥((g-x)Txf = p((g-x)Tx)J = (gTp(x))7. So with (I) and (II) we deduce grp(x) = (det g)p(x). This is anti-invariance, since G is a Coxeter group; thus gr = g~x and gJ £ G. This yields degg = det gT, from which we finally get gp = (det g)p . (7) into itself. Thus J will be transformed in cJ . In addition, we get
Altogether, this yields ATp(x) = cp(x). By assumption A is orthogonal, so is AT = A~x . Thus it follows that
When Null(p) denotes the set of all x £ V with p(x) = 0, we obtain ^(Null(p)) C Null(p). This yields A({jseGHs) C \JseaH* since P ~ Usee!* with s e G is a reflection. From the surjectivity of A £ GL(F) we get \seG J SEG By linearity, it follows that: AHS = Hs* , s' is a reflection of G. Thus A permutes the reflecting hyperplanes. Let A be the root system of G and A £ 0(V) with Ans £ A\/ns £ A, where ns is the root of the reflection s £ G. By [4] conjugation with A transforms reflections of G into reflections of G. This statement remains valid if we demand Ans = Xns*, ns* £ A, X £ K\{0} , instead of Ans = ns>. We have shown that AHS = Hs<. Therefore, AHf = H^r since A is orthogonal. Hence, Ans = knS' , A £ K\{0} . From this we deduce that AsA~x £ G for all reflections s £G with [4] . □ Now we have proved the surjectivity of O*. Using §2, we arrive at:
Theorem 3.7 (main theorem). Let G be a Coxeter group; then NGL(V)(G)^Aut(P(V)G). 
